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How do we make complex 
information and procedures
in legal materials
more engaging and 
intuitive?
Today
1. What is visual design?
2. What are core principles to guide you
3. How is it being brought into law?
4. Case: Hands-on learning the basics of visual 
design
5. Debrief + taking it home
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Why do people working on 







Examples of Legal 
Designs

















































We will learn visual design process, mindsets, and 






Mindsets to make Good 
Legal Design
Sketch to Think
Tuning into your audience
Image-first, not Text-first
Thinking of the visual in 
context
B.
Process to make Good 
Legal Design
Visual Design Process
1. Know Your Audience, and the Outcome you want
2. Free Sketches
3. Prime Your Content: Review, Hierarchy markup
4. Materials: Elements, Patterns 
5. Mock-Up Your “Hypothesis” Visual
6. Test and Refine (and Hand Off to Professional)
1. Know Your 
Audience and 
Intended Outcome
What type of person 




What kind of outcome 
are you looking to 
create?
There could be several, but you should prioritize them 
into a hierarchy -- so that the design can reflect this.
Decide what the main 
purpose is, and what the 
outcome expected from 
the audience will be.
Over to you
For your case,
Who are your target audiences?




Make 3 full-page sketches of possible 
ways your communication could look.
They should be quick, rough, and 
large-scale: 3 drawings in 2 minutes.
3. Prime Your 
Content: 
Review and Hierarchy 
Over to you
Dive into the text + material.
Mark it up for importance,
for connections or patterns,
for possible cuts or re-ordering:
Make sense of it as a “visual”.
4. Choose Your 
Materials:
Elements + Patterns
These 3 elements are the 
tools you can use to convey 








So how can you use these 
elements strategically?
Over to you
Choose your elements to fit your 
hierarchy, and direct your audience.
How can you use color?
Which text and fonts?
What composition?
There are standard visual 
patterns that can be 
useful to you, in your 
communications.
What is the right visual 










5. Mock Up Your 
“Hypothesis” Visual
Sketch out a mock-up,



















6. Test and Refine

1. The message is strong.
2. The graphics are striking, clear, and serve the 
content. 
3. The content is high quality.
4. It is accessible by all in your defined audience.
5. It is consistent throughout the entire experience.
What makes for good 
visual design?
Over to you
Check for common rookie mistakes 
that lawyers make when starting to 
visualize.
One big message at a 
time.
If you have too many things competing for attention, cut 
off the less-important ones. Or separate into another 
sheet or area of page.
Use large images or a simple statement to get it across. 
Then all else in that ‘module’ or ‘page’ should be 
supporting it.
Accent your big message. 
Don’t compete with it.
Only use when it serves a clear purpose (like 
summarizing established points at the end, or giving a 
bird’s-eye view at the beginning).
Avoid too many/too long 
lists and bullets
Large enough. Contrast. Spacing. Clean font.
Make the text readable
This can be with text or with images.
Have a single accent 
color to pop the focal 
point.









High Fidelity Visuals: When clarity, consistency, 
and professional brand matter
Vs.
Raw Sketching Power:  When it’s about 
communication and collaboration in the moment








Things to be doing 
now
Review your status quo: 
spot where visual design 
can serve you
What can you do 
tomorrow + this 
month?
Review and clean up your 
current forms, slides, and 
documents.
Build relationships with 
design professionals, and 
learn how to collaborate 
with them.
Use standardized styles 
and patterns that fit your 
content
What can you do 
tomorrow + this 
month?
A stylesheet defines 
standard color palette, 
font combinations, and 
layouts for an org.

Incorporate icons into 
your text work product
What can you do 
tomorrow + this 
month?
Do you need quick, clean 
visuals for your next 
presentation, website, or 
document?

Scout out templates, 
patterns, and inspiration
What can you do 
tomorrow + this 
month?





